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pH measurement and temperature compensation
All pH buffers are defined by international norms,
including their individual change in pH as a function
of the temperature (°C). pH meters have data tables
stored of most common pH buffers to calculate the
right pH based on temperature measurement.
However, e.g. water samples from the nature,
samples from production control etc. have not been
analyzed to get their specific pH versus T function
pH = F(°C).
Compared with pH buffer solutions, samples can
NOT be temperature compensated.
It is common practice that pH meters adjust the
slope value from the calibration procedure to the
temperature of the currently measured sample. This
compromise, to do a temperature adjustment of the
slope value, is at least more precise than using a
slope value from a different / wrong temperature. It
is essential for pH measurements to measure the
temperature during calibration and sample
measurement. Ideal is to have during the
measurements the same temperature.
International norms (e.g. EN ISO 10523, DIN
19266) describe the temperature dependence of
pH buffer solutions.

While pH buffer solutions are well known and the pH
meters
can
automatically
do
temperature
compensation (ATC), the temperature behavior of
real samples is not known. ATC with samples is
normally not possible.
As long as the temperature during calibration and
sample measurement is the same or similar (±1°C),
the sample pH measurement is reliable. Differences
in temperature between calibration and sample can
be “adjusted” by the pH meter. The calibration slope
factor is recalculated to the sample temperature, to
minimize the error.
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Note: For quick and reliable pH measurements it is
recommended to store pH buffers not on the
window bench. Exposure to sunlight or placing them
next to a heating can increase their temperature.

